
Perfective (5a) Imperfective (5b)

→ Past actual event → No actual event

actualized (AE) general ability

► Readings for ability (root) modals

► Actuality entailments (AEs)

Perception verbs actualized (AE) reading
(2) Ann can see the bridge. → she does

general ability reading
→ she has the ability to

Eventives actualized (AE) reading
(3) Ann can cross the bridge. → she does

general ability reading
→ she has the ability to 

► Past ability statements: perfective vs. imperfective

(4) Ann was able to cross the bridge. 
→√ actualized (AE) yesterday, she did

→√ general ability in those days, she had the ability to

(5) a. Anne a pu traverser le pont. → actualized (AE)
Ann can-past-perf cross the bridge.

b. Anne pouvait traverser le pont. → general ability
Ann can-past-impf cross the bridge.

References – Bhatt, R. (1999). Ability modals and their actuality entailments. Condoravdi, C. (2001). Temporal interpretation of modals-modals for the present and for the past. Dowty, D. R. (1979). Word meaning and Montague grammar. Hackl, M. (2001). Ability ascriptions. Hacquard, V. (2006). Aspects of modality. Hacquard, V. (2009). On the 
interaction of aspect and modal auxiliaries. Homer, V. (2010). Actuality entailments in French: A case of aspectual coercion. Krifka, M. (1995). Focus and the interpretation of generic sentences. Rullmann, H., & Matthewson, L. (2018). Towards a theory of modal-temporal interaction. Vendler, Z. (1957). Verbs and times. 
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Actuality Entailments of ability statements with perception verbs 
Anouk Dieuleveut and Valentine Hacquard 

Accounting for AEs

Hacquard (2006, 2009): AE due to configuration of ability (and 
other root) modals and Aspect, in a monoclausal structure:
- Modal scopes below Aspect. 
- Because it outscopes the modal, Perfective anchors the VP 

event in the actual world, yielding an actual event.
- Imperfective introduces an additional layer of modality, e.g., 

a generic operator (Bhatt 1999): no actual event required.

e in w0…

w’є MBCIRC(w0) … cross(e)
cross(e)w’’є MBCIRC(w’) … 

w’є GEN(w0)  e’ in w’…

► Proposal: The two readings with perception verbs are also 
due to configuration of ability modals with aspect: 
- AE when VP event anchored by aspect in actual world
- General ability due to additional layer of modality (GEN) 

associated to simple present

(2a) (2b/3)
(perception verbs only) (perception verbs, all eventives)

→ actual event → no actual event

actualized (AE) general ability

►Why AEs for perception verbs, but not eventives?

Unlike eventives, in the present, perception verbs do not require an 
aspect that introduces its own layer of modality (GEN/Prog) (like statives) 

(6) a. Ann crosses the bridge {every day/#right now}. habitual reading
b. Ann is crossing the bridge {#every day/right now}. ongoing reading

(7) a. Ann sees the bridge {every day/right now}. habitual/?ongoing     
b. Ann is seeing Bob. idiomatic interp.

‘Hybrid’ status of perception verbs: classified as either statives or  
accomplishments (Vendler 1957; Dowty 1979)

► Perception verb vs. statives

Incompatibility between ability modals and statives 
(Hackl 2001, Condoravdi 2001, Rullmann & Matthewson 2018)

(10)  #Ann can have brown eyes. -/> Ann has blue eyes.

(11)  Ann can be available. -/> Ann is available. 

(12) #Ann can be crossing the street -/> Ann is crossing the street.

→ Diversity Condition: requires the prejacent not be settled 
throughout the worlds of the modal base.  
- statives: intrinsic properties → hold in all/none of the worlds of a 
circumstantial modal base. 

→Why doesn’t the Diversity Condition rule out perception verbs? 
→ Relevant circumstances do not force perception events to 
hold/fail to hold. 

► Take aways

AEs with perception verbs are due to their hybrid 
eventive/stative nature: 

- Like AE in the past, AE with perception verbs in the present due to 
configuration of aspect and the modal: because aspect outscopes
modal, it anchors the VP event in the actual world, unless it itself 
brings in its own layer of modality (GEN). 

- Unlike regular eventives, perception verbs do not require a modal 
aspect in the present (GEN or Prog).

- Unlike regular statives, perception verbs do not trigger a violation of 
the Diversity Condition. 

see(e) see(e)w’’є MBCIRC(w’) 

w’ e’ in w’e in w0…

w’є MBCIRC(w0) …

contact: adieulev@umd.edu

past present

perception verbs
(see, hear, smell…)

perf → ✓ actualized (AE)
impv → ✓ general ability

✓ actualized (AE)
✓ general ability

eventives
(cross, lift, …)

perf → ✓ actualized (AE)
impv → ✓ general ability

 Actualized (AE)
✓ general ability

statives
(love, be clever…) # #

(1) I can smell human flesh.
- Uttered by an Uruk kai: I smell human flesh, right now
- Uttered by me: I have the ability to smell human flesh

► Root vs. epistemic modals

Epistemic modals outscope aspect:

- Past: Epistemic modals never lead to AEs

(8) Anne a (bien) pu traverser, OK mais peut-être qu’elle ne l’a pas fait. 
Ann has (well) can-past-perf cross, OK but maybe she didn’t. 

- Same holds for perception verbs: no AE with epistemics

(9) I might smell human flesh -/> I do 


